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This periodical is certainly one of the most convincing scholarly productions from
within freemasonry since the establishment of Heredom in 1992. If it is true that
freemasonry in the USA during the last decade has witnessed a renaissance, then
Ahiman is its intellectual house organ, setting a new tone for the treatment of a masonic
history of ideas. Luckily the editors are conscious that freemasonry is a cultural
phenomenon embedded within the larger currents of the development of Western
thought. The texts gathered in the first issue of Ahiman are not repeating the errors of
parochial masonic historiography in which historical events within freemasonry all
too often only make sense within a self-contained system of reference. To the contrary,
topics like Plato’s Allegory of the Cave, the mediaeval concept of the Seven Liberal
Arts, and most refreshingly Jewish concepts within masonic thought, are all treated
firmly based upon their sources. Furthermore, Ahiman is a true eye-opener in the sense
that (lavishly reproduced) images and illustrations not simply are placed as random
embellishments within the text, but there is a reciprocal relationship between word
and image. Certainly the editors must have put some effort into thinking through such
a convincing visual publication strategy that currently is not found elsewhere. Ahiman
publishes research articles, visual arts and literature (some of it contemporary), lodge
talks, classic articles and reviews. Although the editors stress that the aim of Ahiman
is ‘to create new venues for the exploration and promotion of Masonic culture’, the
general tone of the articles is neither too normative nor too promotional. As long as
this fine line can be upheld there is no need to suspect this journal of any partiality.
I am inclined to agree with the analysis of the editors that there exists perhaps a
too rigid definition and dichotomy of what is written about masonic history as a
history of events and people in time. A history of masonic ideas would be more concerned with ‘speculative’, philosophical, symbolical, even religious dimensions of
freemasonry and Ahiman is a well-formulated first step towards such a goal. From
an academic point of view, I believe that historians first had (and always have) to
draw a sharp line between the kind of internal historiography mentioned earlier and
sound historiography based upon facts and contextualizing events and developments
within larger dimensions of historical research. I feel however in perfectly comfortable
hands when Shawn Eyer takes me through his first article ‘An Angle of Perfect
Sincerity’ treating a moral parable by Greek author Simonides that is referred to in
a 1775 masonic degree lecture. Citing Phaedrus, Cicero, Aristotle and Protagoras,
Eyer is able to draw a developmental line between the philosophy of antiquity and
modern freemasonry, certainly already one of the intellectual building blocks worth
exploring further. Joseph Fort Newton in his article from 1927 (and hence at times a
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bit too normative) ‘The Geometry of Character’ helps us to understand the central
place geometry occupies in masonic thought and ethics and how it relates to classical
concepts found in the writings of Euclides or Pythagoras and referred to in masonic
source text such as the Downland’s and Harleian manuscripts. ‘A Spiritual Vision of
the Seven Liberal Arts’ is a magnificent exploration of a standard topic of modern
freemasonry, but so very rarely investigated back to its intellectual sources and so
eminently illustrated as in Thomas D. Worrel’s article. A central topic of Worrel’s is
explored further in Erik Arneson’s ‘The Memory Lodge: Masonic Applications of the
Art of Memory’ which is tracing the renaissance and neo-platonic roots of ‘ars memoria’
as a masonic practice. If this is not enough, Plato’s Allegory of the Cave is reproduced
in an English translation, followed by David E. Stafford’s eminent article (branded
as a lodge talk) ‘Masonic Initiation & Plato’s Allegory of the Cave’, where important
parallels are detected between initiatory practice and Plato’s epistemology. However
fascinating, I am not inclined to believe that freemasonry really reproduces Plato’s
radical distinction between ‘noumena’ (ideas) and ‘phaenoumena’ (objects) that makes
true knowledge almost impossible. Rather to the contrary it appears as if freemasonry
claims that gradually ascending and growing knowledge in an Aristotelian sense is
achievable and that it hence combines both approaches: to lead from darkness to light
and to obtain complete knowledge in progressive degrees. One of the categories of
texts inserted into this journal is ‘Classic articles’, i.e. reproductions. In this issue we
find Lawrence Dermott’s ‘The Vision of Ahiman’ (that is explained and interpreted
in the Introduction), the earlier mentioned Newton and Thomas Starr King, a former
Grand Orator of the Grand Lodge of Free & Accepted Masons of California. Adam
G. Kendall enhances our knowledge of King with a well-written biographical
piece. Shawn Eyer’s ‘Silence and Solemnity in Craft Freemasonry’ appears only on
the surface to be written for use within masonic lodges. It is as much an excellent
account of living masonic practice as much as it is based upon classical intellectual
traditions that are referred to and that are illustrated extensively. This is certainly the
best example of how internal perspectives and scholarly approaches towards them
can meet on an equal level. This very impressive first issue is rounded up by two
solid reviews, one of Julian Ree’s Tracing Boards of the Three Degrees (London: Lewis
Masonic, 2009) and one of Henrik Bogdan’s Western Esotericism and Rituals of Initiation
(Albany, NY: SUNY, 2007). Information on the contributors and (most exemplary)
an index facilitate the reading of this journal. The greatest achievement of Ahiman is
to have placed philosophy and the history of ideas back into the historiography of
freemasonry and we hope to see more outputs from this ambitious endeavour both
within freemasonry and academia.
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